
2.2.2 MEANS – is the manner used to achieve [END] appropriate and adapted to end? 

•! As there is a burden on political communications, [section of Act] requires ‘compelling 
justifications’ (ACTV per Mason J) 

•! Consider the proportionality / reasonableness of methods used to achieve end 
•! If Act is restricted to period of time: 

o! [Cth] will argue that [section] of [Act] is extremely limited, as it applies for only a brief 
period of time, being [number of days / weeks / months] 

•! Consider McCloy factors: 
o! 1) Suitable:  

!! Does provision have rational connection to statute’s legitimate purpose? 
o! 2) Necessary:  

!! Obvious and compelling alternative that is reasonably practicable means of 
achieving same purpose with a less restrictive effect on freedom of political 
communication? 

o! 3) Adequate:  
!! Does law appropriately balance restiveness on freedom with importance of 

the legitimate end? (value judgement) 
 

•! Court may read down provision so as to render it compatible with the IFPC 
 

Appropriate and adapted Case  

In Coleman, ‘insulting words’ were read down by Gummow, Kirby and Hayne JJ in 
order to render the Act A+A to preserving peace and public order. Only included 
harmful words likely to induce physical retaliation 
McHugh J refused to read down and struck out ‘insulting words’ part of statute 

Coleman 

A+A as confined scope to ‘seriously offensive’ material. ‘It does not prevent 
communications of a political nature which do not convey such offensive material’ 

Moreover, burden on political communication unlikely to be extensive 

Monis 
(statutory 
majority) 

Court drew distinction between laws incidentally restricting political communication 
and those that prohibit / regulate inherently political communications. Latter more 
difficult to justify 

Parole conditions reasonably necessary to ensure good conduct and to prevent 
parolee from committing an offence. Restrictions subject to administrative and 
judicial review, making them proportionate  

Wotton 

Requiring street preachers to have permits to distribute materials A+A to 
preventing obstruction of roads 

A-G – 
Adelaide 

Requiring licence to enter hunting ground for prevention if injury valid. Not too 
onerous a burden on IFPC 

Levy 

 

 

 



 

Not appropriate and adapted Case 

Law discriminating against newly formed political parties as 90% of 
broadcasting time was unfairly reserved for existing parties (despite print 
media’s availability ) 

ACTV 

 

Law banning non-electors (Unions and corporations, for example) from political 
donations not A and A to aim – no evidence saying electors any less corrupt 

Unions 
NSW 

Private nature of harm crucial in Hayne J’s reasoning not to read down 
provisions and thus render them invalid. Harm therefore not as great as burden 
– invalid 

Said harm isn’t social harm, it is restricted to the individual receiving the letter 

Monis 
(statutory 
minority) 

Difference between Lange and McCloy tests 
Lange McCloy (plurality) 
Limb 1: Does the law impose a burden on 
political communication?  

Limb 1: does the law impose a burden on 
political communication? 

 
Limb 2(a): Is the law designed to achieve a 
legitimate end which is compatible with the 
maintenance of representative and 
responsible government? 
 

 
Compatibility testing: Are the purpose of the 
law and the means adopted to achieve that 
purpose legitimate (i.e. compatible with the 
maintenance of the constitutionally 
prescribed system of representative 
government?) 
 

Limb 2(b) If yes, is the law reasonably 
appropriate and adapted to achieving that 
legitimate object or end? 
 

Is the law proportionate?  
I.e. is it: 
1.Suitable? 
2. Necessary? 
3. Adequate in its balance?  

Topic twelve: freedom of interstate trade and commerce (s 92) 
1) Introduction 

•! [X] may argue that [law] breaches s 92 of the Constitution which holds that trade and 
commerce between States ‘shall be absolutely free’. 

•! If [X] is successful, then [law] shall be invalid 
•! Purpose of s 92 is to ‘create a free trade area’ throughout the Cth and across the States 

(Cole) 
•! Also applies to restrictions on internet trade (Borderless National Market) 

 

2) Analysis: Cole v Whitfield 

•! According to the unanimous decision in Cole, the meaning of s 92 was controversially 
interpreted from Convention Debates to reject Dixon J’s ‘individual rights approach’ (Bank 
Nationalisation Case; Confirmed in Betfair 2) in favour of the ‘free trade approach’ 

•! Preferred approach states that law breaches s 92 if it imposes a discriminatory burden of a 
protectionist kind 



Cole created a four-step test in determining if s 92 has been breached: 

2.1 Is there a burden on interstate trade or commerce? 

•! Very easy test to satisfy 
•! Look for tax, fee, quota or prohibition on interstate trade or commerce: 

o! 15c obligation on non-refillable bottles (as mainly interstate producers) (Castlemaine) 
o! Licence fee (Fox) 
o! Tax on interstate brands of tobacco at sale point (Bath) 
o! Bans on certain trade (undersized crayfish in Cole and betting exchanges Betfair 1) 
o! Requiring permission for betting house to have right to public a ‘race field’ (Betfair 1) 

2.2 Is the burden discriminatory? 

•! The burden must not be discriminatory under the ordinary meaning of trade and commerce 
(McArthur) 

•! [LAW] will discriminate against interstate trade and commerce if the law, on its face, 
subjects that trade and commerce to a disability or disadvantage or if the practical operation 
of the law produces the same result – direct vs. indirect (Bath) 

•! ‘Discrimination in the relevant sense against interstate trade is inconsistent with S92, 
regardless of whether the discrimination is directed at all, some, or only one interstate 
trader’ (Betfair 2) 

•! S 92 does not immunise traders from governmental controls; it demands an ‘equality of 
treatment’ between interstate and intrastate trade (Cole) 

•! S 92 protects trade not traders from discrimination (Betfair 2) 
o! Example: In Betfair 2, Betfair failed because while the law may have 

disproportionally reduced Betfair’s profits and had adverse and even discriminatory 
effect on the company, there was no evidence that the law operated so as to reduce 
its competitiveness (Kiefel J) 

o! In obiter court said that if Betfair were unique and representative that it would have 
amounted to discrimination  

o! However, discrimination may be found against a ‘major trader’ even if not against ‘all 
trade’ (Betfair 2) 
 

Case Example of discrimination 

Cole Not discrimination if ban crayfish of certain size as crayfish are all similarly sized 

In obiter: would be discrimination if crayfish of different sizes due to waters / 
environment of States 

Bath Tax on smokers purchasing tobacco from interstate brand (minority c.f. majority) 

Betfair 
Number 1 

Banning WA customers from bettering exchanges (protected existing betting houses) 

!

2.3 Does the burden have a protectionist effect? 

•! [X] must establish that [law] either in its purpose or practical operation, provides a 
protectionist measure between States (Betfair 2) 

•! To determine if [law] is protectionist, look to the economic consequences for the trade of 
that kind (Cole) – consider if it affects free market competition 



•! Arguably, [law] does so by: 
o! Conferring a competitive advantage on local industry (Bath) 
o! Removing competitive advantage from interstate industry (Bath) 
o! Discriminating against exports in certain circumstances (obiter in Barley MB) 

!! With exports, look to the effect on purchasers 
•! Obiter (unanimous: ‘if a State having a scarce resource or the most inexpensive supplies of 

a raw material needed for a manufacturing operation prohibited the export of material from 
that resource o those supplies in order to confer a benefit on its domestic manufactures as 
against their out-of-state competitors, that prohibition would discriminate against interstate 
trade and commerce in a protectionist sense’ 

•! BMB: farmers forced to sell through BMB. Not discrimination on facts as price as the same 
nationally. The scheme may have ensured a better return for NSW growers, but did not do so 
by discriminating against trade or interstate traders in barley 

•! Bath: majority – tax on intestate tobacco at point of sale protectionist despite tax on 
interstate and Vic producers being at 25%; 25% higher at retail point than wholesale due to 
mark-ups 

2.4 EXCEPTION: Does law have a ‘non protectionist purpose’ that ‘saves’ it? 
•! If [X] is successful in establishing first three elements of the Cole test, [law] may still be 

valid if [Y] can establish that the law is ‘appropriate and adapted (Castlemaine) or 
‘reasonably necessary’ (Cole) to achieving a legitimate non-protectionist end, or an 
‘acceptable explanation or justification’ (Castlemaine) namely to [END] 

•! NB: Betfair 1 subsumed the two tests 
•! [State] would argue that Betfair 2 Urges to ask whether the Act was ‘reasonably necessary’ 

to achieve the purpose of [insert purpose] 
•! This test seems less onerous than the older ‘appropriate and adapted’ test from 

Castlemaine  
 

 Betfair 1 Castlemaine Tooheys v SA 

Legitimate ends? Enhancement or protections of 
State’s economy is an 
illegitimate end / objective 

Betting Control Act 1954 
prevented BF from operating 
betting exchange in WA and 
from publishing race fields 
sans approval 

- Not held to be preserving 
integrity of racing, but for 
illegitimate purpose 

Beverage Container Act 1975: gave 
different refunds and method of 
collection for refillable glass bottles 
(used by majority of SA providers) 
and non-refillable (used by majority 
of interstate providers) 

This law was protectionist in effect, 
however SA claimed it was to 
protect the environment against 
litter and conserve energy. These 
were legitimate ends 

Can also consider threat to welfare 
if Act is not passed 
 
Nb: Parliament’s objectives are 
basically policy, and this isn’t 
subject to judicial review, thus it 
would be unlikely and strange that 
they would deem any ends not 
legitimate  



Means? No need to consider Litter: the law could have achieved 
the same non-protectionist effect by 
a non-discriminatory law (e.g. 
banning production of non-R bottles 
in SA). Not appropriate and 
adapted 

Energy: disproportionate. Most of 
bottles made in QLD and NSW so 
actual conservation of energy ‘very 
small’ 

!


